Here is a photo on my pike which represents Ashland, OR. in 1950. While somewhat condensed, it follows the general plan of the yard and industries. Shown are the roundhouse and garden tracks with steam and electrical conduits. No. 3744 on the left is an old Balboa model painted in 1969. No. 3716 is a much modified sunset F4 done by my good friend Dallas Gilbertson.

Ashland, this one is the enginemen's doghouse with "new" F7's on tail track. Couple of fellows trading stories of trips over the "Hill."
Train No. 330 about to depart Ashland. No. 4356 is a detailed Sunset MT-4 trailing Balboa tender. Depot and trainmen’s doghouse were built some years ago following plans and photos of same. Town buildings represent the area on Railroad ave.
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